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Great jurists and their impact on history and 
development of Private Law

Roman jurists from the classic period

- Gaius

- Ulpian 

- Cervidius Scaevola

[II-III AD]



Roman private law 
- the classic period (I BC-III AD)

- Role/position of jurist

- The path to become a lawyer 
(fame, Latin „fama”)

- What did they do? 
I. preparation of legal advices to the given cases

(case law)

II. discussion with other jurists (legal literature)

III. didactic 



Literature

Legal disputes:
− responses (answers/legal opinions about single cases),
− quaestiones („legal disputes”, opinions with theoretical aspects), 
− digests (larger works about law – both private as well as public law, 

based on opinions of the other jurists), 
− commentaries to legal acts
− commentaries to edicts 
− monographs (dedicated to singe issue or office), 

Educational (didactical) literature:
- institutiones („handbooks” for private law) - systematization
- regulae (lists of rules, legal maxims)    - generalization 
- sententiae (legal maxims). - generalization

[simplification]



Characteristics of the Roman jurists 
(in the classic period; I BC – III AD)

− focused on „hard cases”
[no special interests in daily routine]

− solving demanding cases; searching for perfect solution
− 4 pillars/foundations of justifications (rationes decidendi)

1. existed regulations if existed)
2. participated rules
3. philosophical and/or moral background (if needed)
4. (rather simple) argumentative techniques 

− discussion about „hard cases” and solutions 
− [clash of opinions; law as discussion] 



Characteristics of the Roman jurists 
(in the classic period; I BC – III AD)

Pragmatic attitude  

- aversion to excessive generalization 

Law in action– without excessive theories

- no „theory of law” (in the modern sense of this concept)

[Hidden motto of Roman jurists: 
„we will build a bridge when we come to it”)

Secular look at private law 

(important reason of universality of the Roman private law)



Influence of the Roman jurists on legal practice 
- advices for citizens 
- opinions which are valid for judges

(judges should obey them)

G. 1, 7. 
The answers of jurists are the decisions and opinions of persons
authorized to lay down the law.
If they are unanimous their decision has the force of law; if they
disagree, the judge may follow whichever opinion he chooses (as
is ruled by a rescript of the late emperor Hadrian).

[question of position of the judge in this system; a judge has to follow the
decision/opinion of jurists!; otherwise then in Anglo-Saxon system – common law,
where a judge plays central role]



The Roman system of private law (in the classic period) 

- „movable” system, directed by jurisprudence

- secular system (universal)

- law as discussion (humanities)

- flexibility (adaptability)↑       stability ↓

Why this period is „important”?

Why „the classic period” lasted only till the end of III AD?
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Gaius 

teacher-guide for the Roman private law 

- born during the reign of Caesar Trajan (Traianus) 
~98-117 AD, died ~ 180 AD

- the Roman jurists of the classic period (II AD)

- known only from the first name (astonishing); 
probably he descended from the province

- known only from his works, ascribed to him

- (as far as we know) he didn’t hold public office

- (as far as we know) he wasn’t awarded of „ius publice 
responendi” privilege 

- (as far as we know) he only taught – Gaius=teacher



Greatest work

„Institutes”   [„Institutes of Gaius”] 

(handbook: „instutuo”, „instituere” – to educate)

Written around 160 AD

(most probably as drawn lectures of Gaius)

Basic lecture on the Roman private law (of the classic period)



Structure of Institutes of Gaius (160 AD)

Beginning: information about sources of (private) law. 
Then material ordered according to chapters („books”) :

1) ius quod ad personas pertinet (about „persons”),
personae – concerns mainly family law, personal law

2) ius quod ad res pertinet (about „things”), 
res – concerns mainly law of property, law of succession, law of obligations; 
Gaius classified:

„things” (objects of law), 
structure of the law of succession, 
sources of obligations (contracts, torts/”delicts”, quasi-contracts, quasi-

delicts).

3) ius quod ad actiones pertinet (about „actions”/suits). 
actiones – concerns civil suits and legal (civil) proceedings



Institutes of Gaius are divided into 4 „books” (large chapters). 

Way of quotations i.e. G, 1, 2 

[=Institutes of Gaius, number of book, fragment, sometimes also 
paragraph] 

Outline of the Gaius’ handbook

(personae – res – actiones)
= who? what? how?

[systematization]

This outline (personae – res – actiones) is being 
commonly used in codifications of private law 
(Code of Napoleon, German Civil Code – BGB, Austrian 
Civil Code – ABGB, Polish Civil Code – k.c.).





Institutes of Gaius (fragments)

G. I, 5 

A constitution - is law established by the
emperor either by decree, edict, or letter;
and was always (there were no doubts)
recognized as having the force of a statute(…).



G. II, 42

„Usucaption” (prescription) of movable
property (…) is completed within a year,
that of lands and houses within two years;
and this was provided by the Law of the
Twelve Tables.

G. II, 44

This regulation seems to have been adopted
to prevent the ownership of property from
being uncertain for a long period of time.





„Carrier” of the Institutes of Gaius

- for legal education (III-VI AD)

- for „codification” of the Caesar Justinian (VI AD);

Basis for the Institutes of Justinian;

Dozen or more fragments from the Institutes of Gaius 
in the Digest of Justinian.

„Second life” of Institutes of Gaius – XIX AD



Second life of the 
Institutes of Gaius

- 1816-

21

Barthold Georg Niebuhr
(1776-1831)

Verona, capitular library



Verona,
Biblioteca Capitolare, Codex XV

(olim 13),
fol. 122 recto (double rescript)

Larger theological 
uncial script

Smaller legal uncial 
script

22

Parchment

Palimpsest – manuscript 
written over a parchment 
which has already 
contained the other text



First transcription of 

the Institutes of 

Gaius (1817): 

Notes on film 
(so-called. Bouillon)

SPK, Ms. lat. fol. 308, Brouillon, fol. 21v
[= Gai 2.195-198] 
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SPK, Ms. lat. fol. 308, Final draft 
(Reinschrift), s. 27 
[= fol. 30r = Gai 1.101-107].

Final draft
(Reinschrift)



First edition of 
„Institutes of Gaius” 

(printed in Berlin 
1820)
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Second edition

(Berlin, 1824)
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3. Apograph (copy) 
Latin apographum
of Guilemus Studemund

(Leipzig, 1874) 
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Further works on parchment (palimpsest) in order to read 
„blurred” fragments of the Institutes of Gaius.

Verona, Biblioteca Capitolare
Codex XV (13)
fol. 30 recto

Parchment tanned by 
chemicals from the 19th 
century

Palimpsest today



Capitural library in Veronie
Codex XV (13),
fol. 122 recto (double rescript)

Holes in parchment (result of usage of chemical reagent)
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Further works 
on the Institutes of Gaius 

(philological investigations)



SPK, Ms. lat. fol. 308.

Charts of Göschen:
Bouillon with variations of 
possible readouts

31Karty Bluhm’a



SPK, 
Works of 

Studemund,



(letter from Studemund to Mommsen, Strasburg - 1876; 
doubts about the readout of the manuscript)

Should we add Accusativ to word empta

(w mandatelam custodelamque meam)? I don’t 
understand Ablativ there (by analogy to „collocare 
ponere” with Ablativ - there should be „emere”?!). 
In my opinion word „mandatela” in active voice 
shouldn’t be there... 

I’m still thinking about this phase. Repeated it 
hundreds times… Maybe the theory of Lachmann 
is more probable? 

Please write me what do you think about it! “ 
33



Gaj. p. 22 r q
l. 2:         nasci,  p u i a   u i d e t u r eo  sasu  p |

Gai 1.80: ...nasci, quia      uidetur eo casu per...

SPK, Ms. lat. 
fol. 308 Bluhm'schen „Scheden“ - I. Sendung

Reinschrift, S. 22, Zeilen 1-2:

Dr: Bl.

First edition of 
Institutes with 
remarks from 
Savigny : s. 31



Reconstruction of the text of Institutes
(basing on the charts of Göschen who previously worked on the original 
of the parchment; S. 31)

...qualis illa erat  p(rae)scriptio: Ea res agat(ur) quod p(rae)iu-



Second edition [editio secunda] (1824), s. 371: 

Edition with footnotes to 
readouts of the given authors 
Göschen and Bluhm, as well 
as to hypothesis of Heise (si 
modo) and hypothesis of 
Bethmann-Hollweg (quod)

36



Gaius and his influence
- Roman jurists from the classic period (II AD) 
- brilliant teacher, author of the Institutes

Distinguishing factor
„luck” (?)

Institutes : only handbook – from over a dozen – from the 
classic period, which we know almost completely

Moreover – is the only writings (from thousands of that 
time) – which „survived” as a whole.



Institutes of Gaius today: 

- we are „sure” about 80% of content of the Institutes of 
Gaius (basing on the premise, that there were no 
distortion made by the scrivener = the one who rewrote 
the Institutes into the parchment)

- around 20% is „probable” 

(we trust in hypothesis of researchers) 

conclusion: our knowledge about the past is 
based on confidence – to Gaius as author; to the 
scrivener; to the sources; to researchers

= law is subjective; history is subjective

(on the contrary there are theories that Gaius has never 
existed or that’s only a nickname of the other jurist)



From the 19th century our knowledge about the Roman law 
(in the classic period) is „Gai-centric”

We explain the Roman law basing on the Institutes of Gaius 
(its the only source of the Roman jurisprudence that 
„survived” as a whole; other sources we know only from 
the fragments). 

We perceive the Roman law of the classic period with 
„eyes” of Gaius. He is our guide.

But Institutes of Gaius… its only a handbook!



Handbook of Gaius on the Internet:

In Latin

http://www.thelatinlibrary.com/gaius.html

Translation into English

http://thelatinlibrary.com/law/gaius.html





Ulpian
(Domitius Ulpian; Gnaeus Domitius Annius Ulpianus) 
born around II AD, probably in 170 AD near Tyre (nowadays Lebanon) 
died. 223 AD 
- Roman jurist from the classic period
- in the council (consilium) of praetor, apprentice of famous jurist 

Papinian; 
- exiled by Caesar Heligobal, but rehabilitated by Caesar Alexander 

Severus; then cooperation with this Caesar, important member of 
his council (consilium)

- most creative time 212-222 AD 
(before he did hold public offices)

- in 222 AD appointed to position of prefect of praetorians (head of 
Caesar's guide); died one year later, murdered by the praetorians, 
who rioted against limitation of their privileges



Works of Ulipan (we know them only partially)
− (first works) notes on writings of the other jurists
− commentaries 

(to legal acts of clerks, e.g. to praetors’ edict – in 
8 „books”) 

− commentaries to works of the other jurists 
(commentary to Sabinus in 51 „books”)

− institutes (handbook, in two „books”)
− monographs 

(Liber singularis de officio consularum; 
De officio curatoris rei republicae; 
De officio praefecti urbi, 
De officio proconsulis).



D. 1,1,1 pr, Ulpian in book 1 of his Institutes

(as Celsus elegantly says), law is the art of
knowing what is good and just.

= ius est ars boni et aequi

law is the art of goodness and equity [justice]



D.1,1,1,2 Ulpian in book 1 of his Institutes

Of this subject there are two divisions,
public law (ius publicum) and private law
(ius privatum).
Public law is that which has reference to
the administration of the Roman
government;
private law is that which concerns the
interests of individuals; for there are
some things which are useful (utilitatis)
to the public, and others which are of
benefit to private persons.



D.1.14.3 Ulpian in his commentary to Sabinus, book 38

[factual circumstances]

Barbarus Philippus, a fugitive slave, sought the praetorship of
Rome, and was appointed Praetor.

(…)

[legal consequences?]

Will all that he decided or decreed be of no force or effect?
What shall We say? Or will it be valid on account of the welfare
of those who instituted proceedings before him either under the
law, or by virtue of some other legal right?



D.1.14.3 Ulpian in his commentary to Sabinus, book 38

[factual circumstances]

Barbarus Philippus, a fugitive slave, sought the praetorship of
Rome, and was appointed Praetor.

[Solution of jurist Pomponius]

Pomponius is of the opinion that his condition as a slave was no
obstacle to his holding the office of Praetor. It is true that he
performed the duties of that office, still, let us consider the case
of a slave having kept his condition secret for a long time, while
he discharged his duty as Praetor.

(…)

[legal consequences?]

Will all that he decided or decreed be of no force or effect?
What shall We say? Or will it be valid on account of the welfare
of those who instituted proceedings before him either under the
law, or by virtue of some other legal right?



D.1.14.3 Ulpian in his commentary to Sabinus, book 38

Barbarus Philippus, a fugitive slave, sought the praetorship of
Rome, and was appointed Praetor.

Pomponius is of the opinion that his condition as a slave was no
obstacle to his holding the office of Praetor. It is true that he
performed the duties of that office, still, let us consider the case
of a slave having kept his condition secret for a long time, while
he discharged his duty as Praetor.

Will all that he decided or decreed be of no force or effect?
What shall We say? Or will it be valid on account of the welfare
of those who instituted proceedings before him either under the
law, or by virtue of some other legal right?

Indeed, I think that none of these things should be rejected;
for this is the more humane view to take, since the Roman
people had the power to invest a slave with this authority, and if
they had known that he was such they would have granted him
his freedom.



Case of Barbarus Philippus:

- legal formalism (as a rule)

- however! there are some extraordinary 
situations when we might abandon legal 
formalism and turn into flexibility of law

(when the equity prevails legal formalism? 
here: in this „hard case” – when the problem 
touches many people and consequences are 
fast irreversible)



Interesting fact:

Ulpian quoted a lot (there are even doubts on 
originality of Ulpian’s thoughts…)

However (as far as we know), Ulpian as never 
quoted Paulus – one of the main Roman 
jurists of the classical period

(Ulpian’s selection is subjective)





D. 9.2.11 pr Ulpian in his commentary on the edict – book 18

Mela also says that if, while several persons are playing ball, the ball
having been struck too violently should fall upon the hand of a
barber who is shaving a slave at the time, in such a way that the
throat of the latter is cut by the razor; the party responsible for
negligence is liable under the Lex Aquilia.
Proculus thinks that the barber is to blame (fault); and, indeed, if he 
had the habit of shaving persons in a place where it is customary to 
play ball, or where there was much travel, 
he is in a certain degree responsible; 
although it may not improperly be held 
that where anyone seats himself in 
a barber's chair in a dangerous place,
he has only himself to blame.



Case with barber.

Private law.
Problem of compensation of loss 
(the owner lost his slave, who probably died)

Grounds for compensation: 
1) act
2) damage to property 
3) causation (link between deed and damage)
4) fault 

Barber or player?  (answer of Proculus - simple:  barber 100%)

Ulpian showed another aspect. 
Problem of contribution of the slave to damage  

Good point. 
But in practice how should we estimate the scope of contribution to damage? 

(is it 30%, 50%, 70%)



Ulpian
− the Roman jurists of the classical period
− distinguishing factor:

lots of quotations (great knowledge)
(thanks to Ulpian we know about the opinions of the 
other jurists – only because Ulpian quoted them)
open-minded

Ulpian as a „brand” and as voice of the Roman jurists of 
the classical period 

(many of later works were „named” after the name of 
Ulpian i.e. collection of legal maxims: Regulae Ulpiani)





Cervidius Scaevola (II AD) 

- member of council (consilium) of Caesar Marcus Aurelius
- main works : 

responsa („answers”) – in 11 books
questiones („disputes”) – in 20 books
regulae („rules”) – in 4 books

also Digest
− surrounded by esteem
− teacher of Paulus (and probably also of Papinian)

− characteristics:

concise (laconic) style, answers to the point



D.41,1,60 Scaevola in his „Answers” (opinions), 
Book I.

Titius placed a movable granary for wheat
constructed of wooden boards upon the land
of Seius. The question arises, who is the
owner of the granary? The answer is that,
according to the facts stated, it does not
become the property of Seius.



Facts (factual circumstances)

„Titius placed a movable granary for wheat constructed 
of wooden boards upon the land of Seius.”

Legal question: 

rule superficies solo cedit

= everything what is built on the land (buildings) 
belong to the owner of the land

Application of this rule to the case?

Answer of Cervidius Scaevola – no. 

(explanation: no constant/permanent  placement of 
granary to the ground; he was told that the granary was 
„movable”) 



D.22.1.48 Scaevola (Quintus Cervidius Scaevola) in his 
Digest, book 22. 

A husband bequeathed (left) to his wife in the will
(testimony) the usufruct of the third part (1/3) of his
property, and the ownership of the said third part (1/3)
if she should have children.

The heirs accused the wife of forging (falsing) the will and
of other crimes, by which they were prevented from
claiming the legacies. In the meantime, a son was born
to the woman, and the condition of the legacy was
thereby fulfilled.

The question arose - if it was established that the will was
not forged (not falsed) - should the crops (fruits) be
delivered to the owner?

The answer was that they should be.



Cervidius Scaevola 

- archetype of a judge / law advisor

- pragmatism; short answers „yes/no”

this style distinguished Ulpian from 
the (over) „discussed” style of Roman jurists 

What we expect from a judge or legal advisor? 
Wordy essay or exact (even laconic) answer? 





Roman jurists of the classic period. Examples
- Gaius (teacher)

- Ulpian (open mind; the „voice” of group of 
jurists of that time)

- Cervidius Scaevola (practitioner, pragmatists)

Another step: Justinian (and Tribonian)

experience gathered in books 
→ attempt at „codification”



case 

→ systematization of cases 
(ancient „codification”)


